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We studied the spacecraftlplasma interaction in the particular case of differential 
chargmg of satellites in Low Earth Orbit. The environment of such a satellite is very 
anisotropic, especially because of the mesosonic character of his velocity. We have 
med to investigate numerically this "worst case" situation for infinite cylinders and 
spheres. 

The code which we have developped, solves selfconsistently the coupled Hamilton 
and Poisson equations, in polar coordinates. It takes into account a differential 
polarisation on the rearward side of the spacecraft, where i t  is most likely to appear. 
Electrons are supposed in thermal equilibrium. 

I t  follows from our simulations performed with this code. that the wake of a 
satellite i n  L.E.O. is generally shorter than expected from simple thermal 
considerations. For middle class satellites. severe disturbances could occur, which 
remain confined in  the ionic shadow of the spacecraft. The wake density is decreasing 
when the differential potential is increasing. For a small mock-up, the potential 
disturbances could extend well out of the wake. The wake density increases with the 
backward side polarisation. 

The near wake is always empty of drifting ions, so it seems likely that the back 
side charge cannot be neutralized by such ions. 

Owing a large number of failures on geostationaries spacecr;\fts. the interactions 
between them and the plasn~a at these altitudes were Iiugely studied and today mainly 
understood as result of energetic electrons precipitations (see for example Fennel et d. 
1983. and Levy et al. 1986). A first analysis of such interactions at ionospherical 
altitudes leads to the conclusion that, except perhaps in  very special conditions (as for 
DMSP. Gussenhoven et al. 1985. and Yeh et al. 1987). the absolute potential of an 
equipotential satellite must remain around 3 few negative volts. This is due to the 
smallness of the Debye lengrh with respect to the spacecraft dimensions, in this colder 
and denser plasma ( Al'Pert er al. 1965) (r;~ble I ) .  Despite these reassuring conclusion, 
and the fact that no failures due to ~rnornulou~ charging was actually reported on low 
earth orbit (L.E.O.), we decided to investigate the case of non equipotential spacecrafts 
(already tackled by L.W. Parker 1978, 198.1) . Contrary to the geostationary case, the 
plasma environment of a spacecraft in the ionosphere, is very anisotropic : due to the 
mesosonic character of the spacecraft speed, a wake appears behind it, where the 
conditions could approach those of the geostationary plasma (Samir et al. 1986). In 
such a rarefacted medium, high charging levels are likely to occur. especially during 
auroral precipitation of energetic electrons, on insulated pans (floating metalizatior\s or 
dielectrics) (Coggiola 1988) (figure I ) .  On futur spacecrafts, active polarisation may 
also induce high voltages on parts of the extcrnal surface. 



To better understand the interaction between the wake and such polarisations, ai~d 
therefrom deduce whether ambiant ions could be dragged to such charged area on the 
wake side or not, we developed a suitable numerical simulation. 

In low orbit conditions, the space-charge coupling, the magnetic field effects, and 
the ion flow effects could all be imponant. As a resulr, modelling of spacecraft- 
environment interactions appears likely to be a difficult task (Laframboise 1983). 
Therefore, we must use some approximations to develop our numerical simulation. 

1- The spacecr,': ' . , bipotential, with a main surface at the rear of the spacecraft, at 
v a ~ o u s  fixed negal. t. - .. -. . tials, up to - 1 kV. 
2- We assume no mag. ... : i d d  and 
3- no secondary emission or photo-emission of electrons. 
4- In such conditions, we choose spherical or infinite cylindrical structures to obtain a 
purely bidimensional geometry, which reduces greatly the computation work. 
5- Moreover, we decided to limit the computation area to the back side of the spacecraft. 
around the wake. So, all effects arising in front of the spacecraft are neglected. This 
seems to be realistic because of the thinness of the sheath on this side. 
6- We assume only one son of ions (O+ or Ar+) with a d n f t  velocity and eventually a 
small thermal component. 
7- The electrons are supposed in thermal equilibrium. and so modelized using the 
boltzmann factor. 
8- The plasma is collisionless on the scale of the interaction area. 

The modelized situation could be considered as a "worst case" for the differential 
charging of a non equipotential satellite. The charge is located in the ion depleted wake, 
where it is likely to appear under auroral precipitation ( K ~ I z  et al. 1985), and it could 
only be limited by collection of drifting ions of the arnbimt plasma. 

Under these assumptions. we developed the followhg nunlerical algorithm. 

2.2. Algorithm Description 

This code solves selfconsistently the coupled Hamilton and Poisson equatiocs, in 
polar coordinates. 

As seen above, the simplified geometry of the interaction is bidimensional (2d2v) 
and, as we have already a physical discontinuity of the voltage on the spacecraft 
surface, we choose to solve the equations in polar coordinates. to avoid a second. 
geomemcal, discontinuity. These coordinates result either from cylindrical coordinates 
invariant along 2. or from spherical coordinates invariant around the system axis as 
shown on figure 2. 

In the collisionless medium which is k i n g  treated, the panicules density and 
velocity distributions are well described by the kinetic theory, expressed through the 
Vlasov equation (Delcroix 1963). But this fonn is difficult to solve directly for a 
complex system, and we replace i t  by the integration of Hamilton's motion equations 
over a large number of simulation particules. These particules (equivalent to real ions 
packets) are all introduced during one first time step. They form a charging front which 
is moved over the cornputational mesh by integrating the Hamilton's equations, taking 
into account the fixed electric fields dcduced from a potential distribution. 

At each time step, each p,micule leaves a charge on the four nearest grid points by 
means of a bilinear deposition sheme (PIC method described by Birdsall and Langdon 



1985, see fig). When all particules of the tront have reached the boundaries (satellite 
surface or external boundary). we sum at each grid point the charges accumulated 
during the process on all trajectories. After some weighing by the cell surfaces and 
normalisation, the ionic density is deduced at all nodes. 

This is used as input for the Poisson equation which is expressed in a finite- 
difference form over the same gnd as above. Owing to the Boltzmann factor (electronic 
density), the resulting system of equations is not linear. Nevertheless, i t  can be solved 
by a Gauss-Seidel algorithm. We thus obtain a discrete potential dismbution which 
gives us the elecnic field at any place in the computation area, through a finite 
differenciation, and eventually a bilinear interpolation if the point is not at a node. This 
is used in its turn, as input for the integration of Hamilton equations. 

For the first iteration of this algorithm (figure 3). we choose everywhere a zero 
potential, aid so a zero elecmc field. Then we perform the above sherne until self- 
consistence is achieved : the density distribution must give, using the Poisson equation, 
a potential dismbution which gives back, after the integration of Hamilton equations. 
the same density dismbution. 

In relation with the assumptions made before, with computatiorral capacities, and 
with observations of preliminary results, we are able to set mugh estimations of limits 
to the input parameters. 

2.3. Limits ofthe Simltlarion 

As seen from the boundary conditions. [here is GO treatment of the forward region 
of the spacecraft, and we assume a cylinclncA cresp. plane) symmetry around the drift 
direction. behind a sphere (resp. an infinite cylinder). These remarks lead to the quarter 
shaped working area of figure 2. 

All the boundary conditions are independent of rime and so we obtain only 
stationary results. These could eventually be approximations in  particulx cases. 

All the calculations are made with ditnensionless norrnaliz.ed vaiiables and 
parameters, in order to simplify the formulation, and make comparisons easier. 
The interaction parameters are limited as i t  follows : 

100 1 6 = Rsnt / LDebye > 10 
The upper bound is due to limits in computational capacities, because the spatial 

kgid step must be taken of the order of the Debye length : I.D (Birds;rll and Langdon 
1OH5). The lower bound comes from physic;d considerations ahwt the thickness of the 
sheath (a few 1.1)). and his effects in front of the sp;mcrati which wc neglect (AI'Pen ct 
al. 1965). 

30 1 Mi = V5at / vth,i 2 5 
As above, the upper bound comes froin iomputation;tl limitation, because the 

interesting ares may reach about (Mi.Ks;rt) bdiind the spacecraft (Gurevich et al. 1969, 
and Samir et al. I Y X l ) .  The lower bound WF deduced from tests which showed that 
for low values of X l i .  particules secm ti., bc tr;ipped near the axis o f  the wake. and 
prevent the algonthm from converging. This can result from turbulences and/or 
inadequate space sampling and to few p;~rticulcs. 

5 2 f l ~  = -eOconduct,/ kT 2 0 
The upper bound is necessary for the thickness of the plasma sheath to remain of 

the order of the Debyc length. The lower bound is dictated by the irssumption of a 
thermal equilibrium for the elecuons. 

1OOO 2 qd = -&diel, / kT L O 
The upper bound wils deduced again from observations of tr;~pped particules at 

"focal point-like features" on the axis of the wake, which we suspect to give rise to 



some turbulence phenomena. 'The lower bound comes as above from the appmximation 
of the electronic density by the Boltzrnann factor. 

All these constraints are broad approximations. subject to evolutions in relation 
with improvements of the code. 

We will now examine a few interesting results of our code. These are only early 
calculations, and they will need firrrlwr investigations. 

3. KES[;LTS AND DISCUSSION 

We present here two configurations, corresponding to two very different 
situations. showing the versatility of our code. The first one is corresponding to a 
middle-class satellite in the ionosphere. the second one could be interpreted as a mock- 
up in the plasma stream of an experimental chamber. 

3.1. Middle-Class Satellite in the Ionosphere (see table 2 andfigures 4 a-f) 

The three backside potentials have been chosen to represen: : 
- equipotential structure at floating potential 
- active polarisation coming from experiments or power supply 
- charging under energetic electrons precipitation 

The main surface is fixed at the tloating potential, and this seems to influence the 
wake shape as already pointed out by Stone (1981). Indeed, we observe a wake void 
shorter than would be expected from simple thermal calculations (i.e. Mi.Rsat). even 
for an equipotentinl satellite (fig, 4 b). This length is better obtained by taking into 
account the floating potential and the neiwive space ch;ugt: of the wake : - . -- >'-.-~. 

h r l r t .  - - - - - -. - -- . -- - -. - vll - LwAr = - - - 4-37- - .: 2.3 
v 1 Ello,,. + Ewd:c .36 + .6 

and we observe : Lw = 2.5 in g o d  agreement with the calculated length. 
Between Lw and Mi.RSat (limits of our system), we observe a very 

inhomogeneous wake, with a strong focusation on the axis, behind the sphere. In the 
case of a cylinder, the geometry le;lds to a lower axial conc.cnustion, but the potential 
disturbance is more extended and it results in lower densities ;wound the axis, but the 
wake is wider. 

When the differential polarisation grows up. the potential disturbance extends but 
remains mainly confined in the ionic "shadow" of the spacecraft (fig. 4 c.e). So. the 
flux of panicules which enters the wake doesn't increase very much, but these 
panicules are more and more accelerated. Thus, their local der.sity decreases around the 
central axis, where they tend to ;iccumulate in  localized areas (fig. 4 d,f). Perhaps is it 
an indication of axial turbulence ? Indeed, for very high potentials (-lkV) the density 
distribution given by the code is not really stable. Nevertheless, it seems that the 
polarised surface remains always in a near wake almost empty of ions and is not 
expected to be discharged through 3 current corning from the dnfting ions. 

3.2. Mock-up in u Stream of Drqtirtg Ions in u Plasma Cl~umher 
(see ruble 3 undf i~wes  5 u-f and fi u-d) 

In this case. the main surface remains 31 zero potential, and we fixed for the 
rearward surface the same potentials as bcfore. We find this time that for a structure 
wholly at zero potential, the shape o f  the near wake is controlcd both by the backward 
negative space charge and by the thvnnal motions : 



h i .  + Ew. . I  + . 3  
and we observe : Lw - 9 (fig. 5 b. 6 b) 

When the differential potential is growing up, the particles are driven toward the 
wake axis with increasing velocities, as above for a satellite. But now, the mock-up is 
tm small (cmock-up < <spacecraft) to shield the potential disturbance for high 
potentials, and this extends well out of the wake (fig. 5 e) and even around the mock-up 
itself for a cylindrical geometry (fig. 6 c). So, the flux of ions entering the properly so 
called wake, increase simultaneously with their speed. and the ionic density is not 
decreasing as above, but on the contrary, generally increasing too (fig. 5 f), except for 
very high polarised cylinders (fig. 6 d). 

For both studies, a differential polarisation limited to a few tens of volts does not 
affect the wake; some modifications begin to appear around hundred volts (fig. 4 c,d 
and 5 c.d). 

We never observed any collection of ions on the polarised rearward surface, which 
is always remaining in a near-wake empty of particles, limited by our sensitivity : i.e. 
(.03 . No) around the spacecraft and (.003 . No) around the mock-up. This seems to 
be due to the fact that ions which experience the potential disturbance are accelerated at 
first almost along the dnft direction and slightly repelled from the spacecraft surface, 
because of the shape of the isopotentials around the satellite. After this acceleration, the 
potential crossed by the panicles is decreasing and not strong enough to attract them 
back. Moreover, the potential decreases very rapidly near the polarised surface and the 
ions do only cross regions of poteniial lower than their own drifting energy. For higher 
ptentials, or different geomemes, this result could become invdide. 

In the limits expressed before (53.3.). the code which we developed gives 
interesting new results about the wake structure of a non equipotential probe in a 
dnfting plasma We conclude that : 
1- For a differential potential lower than lo() Volts, the wake disturbance remains weak. 
2- For higher potentials, the disturbance depends mainly on the < = R s a t / L ~ e b y e  
parameter : 

- For low ( fl 10) the potential disturbance extends in the plasma around the wake, 
and the densir/ in  the wake increases with the differential potential. 

- For higr ( (> 10) the probe shields the potential disturbance which remains 
confined in the near-wake, and the density in the mid-wake decreases when the 
potential increases. 

However, the density is always increasing with the potential on the axis behind a 
sphere, because of focusing effects.Furtherniore, these conclusions concern mainly the 
spherical probe. I t  seems probable that the trnrisition value of I; is higher for a cylinder, 
due to the fact that, at equal applied potent~al, the disturbance is far more extended 
around a cylinder than around a sphere. In this case, tlrere is a competition between 
lower geommcal condensation, but higher electric field focusing effect. 
3- Last but not least, even for differential potentials as  high as -IkV,  we do 
not observe a n y  discharging current corning from the drifting ions. This 
confirms the possib~lity of high differential potentials on spacecrafts. in pmicularly 
hard conditions, such as shadow and energetic electrons precipitations without enough 
secondary emission. It is although obvious that any ionic population without drift 



movement with respect to the probe ( plasma emitted from it or resulting from ionisation 
or charge exchange on non drifting neutrals ...) hi l l  probably be very sensitive to the 
potential hole in the wake and could strongly modify the above results as suggested by 
the results of experiments of Coggiola ( 1988). 
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FIGURE 1 : 
Ion flow effects in low e;mh polar orbit 
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FIGURE 2 : 

Diagram of the calculation area. It shows the polar computational mesh ar.d the 
boundary conditions. The entrance fron~ier for particules (ions) is tint. 
Rsat : spacecraft radius 

Vd = - Vsat : ion drift velocity 

Vth.i : ion thermal velocity 

Mi = Vsat / Vth.i : ionic MACH number 

4 & d: potentials of the main structure and of the isolated paR 
C 

(r, 0) : polar coordinates 

Rsat 



FIGURE 3 : 

Numerical algorithm for the resolution of the coupled Hamilton's 
and Poisson's equations. 
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TABLE 1 ; 

Ionospheric Parameters around 500 km high. This plasma is colder and denser 

than the one at geostationary orbit. 

electron or ion thermal energy : 

Electron thermal speed : 

Ion (O+)  thermal speed : 

Spacecreft uelocity : 
DENSlTY 

Plasma denslty : 
LENGTHS 

Electron-ion mean free path : 

Rmbient Debye length : 

Ambient Electron gyroradius : 

Ambient Ion 104) gyroradius: 



TABLE 2 : 

Characteristics of a middle-class spacecraft and its environment in low eanh 
orbit. The satellite radius is much greater than the Debye length. contrary to 
geostationary orbit conditions. 

Norrnalised Parameters used by the code : 

TABLE 3 ; 

Characteristics of a mock-up and its environment in a plasma chamber. This 
plasma is denser and drifts faster than the ionospheric one, around a structure 
much smaller than a red satellite. 

Norrnalised Parameters used by the code : 
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